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Short Overview
The radio CDR 500 enables reception of
VHF, medium and long wave wavebands.
It is equipped with a traffic radio decoder
(TP) and receives data for Radio Data
System (RDS). Six radio station keys en-
able the storage of a total of 30 radio sta-
tions.

The unit is equipped with a CD drive unit
for playing standard CD's.

Operating Elements

no. symbol denotes

O Ol on/off: depress
.- volume control: turn
\J lefVright balance:

pull and turn
O Jl bass: turn

treble: pull and turn
O 7/ tronlhack fader: turn
o - cD aperture
O A eject key and CD/radio
@ - unlock operating console
O - LED unlock key
O t11-161 radio station keys
O IRDSI Radio Data System
@ ITPI traffic radio

Steering Wheel Remote Control

no. symbol denotes

o
@
@

@
@

+
o

@

(D
@
@
@
@

[AS] automatic radio station
allocation

[UMLI change waveband

- detachable operating console

radio: advance one station
CD: restart
reverse search key
forward search key
increase volume
reduce volume
radio/CD selection mode

Display

The display In the vehicle (see vehicle ope-
rating instructlons) is also used for external
display of Information from the radio. Two
basic typos of displays can be installed in
the vahicle.

10 digit display

The displays of the 10 digit display are
described in these operating instructions.

The displays of the 8 digit display corre-
spond to those of the 10 digit display with
the exception of the waveband and certain
radio functions.
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Theft Prevention

Goding

The unit is equipped with a safety system
against theft. A coded radio is of no value
to the thief and therefore you should code
your unit (see the section "Coding" on
page 32) and do not leave the Radio or Car
pass with the code number in the vehicle.

The radio is coded before it leaves the
plant.

Detachable Operating Console

The unit has a detachable operating con-
sole as an additional theft Drotection. A
LED in the release key @ for the operating
console blinks O after switching off the
radio and the car ignition.

Take the operating console in its case
when you leave your car. The unit will only
work with its original operating console.
Should this be lost, a replacement opera-
ting console must be first adapted by
appropriate coding (see section "Adaptation
of the Operating Console" on page 33).

Removing the Operating Console

Press the release key G) and detach the
operating console @.

Refitt ing the Operating Console

Put the operating console back into the
recess and press on both sides to lock.

On/Off Switch
Ol Depress knob O to turn the radio

on or off .

Automatic Switch-On

lf the unit has been turned on by depres-
sing knob (l , it is turned off by switching
off the ignition and removing the key, or
simply by lurning the ignit ion off ( in some
types of cars). The radio comes on again
automatically when the ignition is turned
on.

You can deactivate and reactivate this
automatic switch-on by the following steps:

. Switch ignition on.

. Turn radio off with knob O.

. Keep radio station keys [1] and [3] O
depressed.

. Turn radio on. The message "lGNl ON"is
shown on the display. Release the
depressed radio station keys only after
the confirmation signal has given.

The message "IGNI OFF' is shown on the
display. The unit may now only be turned
on and off with knob 0.
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The same steps as described above are
followed to reactivate the automatic switch-
on. The message "lGNl ON"is shown on
the display.

The automatic switch-on is activated when
the unit has been disconnected and then
connected again to the operating voltage.

Automatic CD Play-Back

lf a CD has been inserted into the unit
when switched off (see section "lnsert CD"
on page 29), the unit will switch on automa-
tically and play the CD.

Automatic Switch-Off

The unit will automatically switch off one
hour after the car ignition has been turned
off. The automatic switch-off function is
independent of the automatic switch-on.
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Volume Control

^l Set volume

. Turn knob lO.

rz Set Balance lefUright

. Pull knob (O.

. Turn knob.

7/ SetFaderforward/back

Depress retractable knob O.
Turn the knob.
The knob retracts out.

. Depress the knob to return it to retracted
oosition.

When switching on the set, the radio is set
to the volume level you last adjusted, if this
level did not exceed the factory set basic
volume level.
lf the volume level was higher, the radio is
set to it's basic level.

Adomatic Volume Control

The volurne is regulated in accordance with
the speed of the vehicle. You can regulate
this volume control.

Set Volume Regulation

Keep IUILI @ key depressed until the
confirmation signal is given.
Set lhe desired volume increase using the
searcfr buttons @ and @.
"SD-VOL U or "SD-VOL +1" to
"SD-VOL +5"appears on the display.
Depress the [UML] @ key again until the
confirmation signal is given in order to
store the setting.

The automatic volume regulation is not
active in the setting "SD-VOL 0". .

lf you do not depress any key within 10 sec-
onds, then the previous setting will remain
stored.



Tone Gontrol
You can adjust the tone using the r€traot'
able knob O. You can adjust the basa
and the treble independently from each
other. The knob retracts into the neutral
position (middle setting).

J Adiustment of the Bass

. Depress the retractable knob @ '
The knob retracts out.

. Turn the knob (to the left to reduce th€
bass; to the right to increase the bass).

. Depress the knob to return it to its retrao'
ted position.

I Adjustment of the Treble

. Depress the retractable knob O '
The knob retracts out.

. Pull the knob out further.

. Turn the knob (to the left to reduce the
treble; to the right to increase the trebl€).

. Depress the knob to return it to its retrac'
ted position.

Radlo

grlcat Wavcband

I unrlng tlte radlo on will automatically se-
lcol ltre waveband previously tuned. A dif-
lcrenl waveband can be selected using the

IUMLI @ koY.
D€prcBF tho [UML] key repeatedly until the
dc:lrad waveband l8 selected'

Dopreealng the key once from the VHF
waveband (Very Hlgh Frequency) will se-
laot tho MW waveband (Medium Wave).
Dcpreaalng the key again will select the LW
wavcband (Long Wave). Depressing the

IUMLI koy agaln will switch back to the
VHF waveband again.

Tho waveband currently selected is shown
on th6 dlsplay ('U", 'U AS", "M', "M AS" or
"L').

Frcquency Display ot a VHF Radio Station

t..l

Manual Adiustment to the
Transmitter FrequencY

. Touching the search key @ will drop the
frequency by 1 00 kHz.

. Touching the search key (D will raise the
frequency bY 1 00 kHz'

Start Radio Station Search

Depress search keY @ or @ until the
automatic search starts. Reception of the
next radio station will be selected.

Keeping one of the search keys depressed
will sweep the frequency band as long as
the key is released again.

The reception remains dormant until a radio
station is locked in. lf the RDS function has
been activated, reception of the next RDS
transmitter station will be selected.
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Use of the RDS Function

'What is RDS?'

Raaio

Data

System

RDS is a service of the public radio institu-
tions which has been introduced Eurooe-
wide to facilitate the search for the desired
VHF radio station and its interference-free
receDtion.

In addition to the programs transmitted,
RDS transmitters also radiate a digital data
telegram containing information which is
automatically interpreted by RDS receivers.

lf RDS is switched on, the designation of
the radio station is shown on the display.

Each RDS station transmits at several fre-
quencies. The radio receiver continually
compares the signal quality of these fre-
quencies during iravel and changes fre-
quencies to maintain reception of the stron-
gest frequency at all times (best reception
of the selected radio station). The radio
station designation on the display remains
unchanged.

Activate RDS

. Select the VHF waveband

. Depress [RDS] O.

Display: RDS activated

The symbol "RDS"is displayed. The
search function will nowonly react to RDS
transmitters. The radio will automatically
select the frequency as well as the radio
station which can be received best.

@ RDS TP

lf the radio statlon set is not a RDS trans-
mitter, then a MEMORY search will be con-
ducted and the VHF additional memory will
be automatlcelly updated (see section
"Update VHF Additional Memor/', page 28).

Deactlvate RDS

Depress IRDSI O key again.

The symbol 'rgDS'; is no longer displayed.
The frequency is displayed instead of the
radio station designation. The radio no lon-
ger determines the best reception frequen-
cy for that radio station.

Display the Frequency of a RDS
Transmltter,

Depress the IUMLI @ key (approx.
1 second) until the display switches from
the radio station designation over to the
reception frequency.
The lrequency is displayed for approx.
5 seconds.



Selection of Regional Radio Statlone

Some RDS radio stations transmit regional
programs. They can be allocated to each
radio station key so that alternative trans-
mitter frequencies should be selected for
only those regional programs previously
heard.

Keep the radio station keys depressed, i.e.
[1] to [6] @ , for those which are to be allo-
caled to regional programs, until the conlir-
mation signal is given.
"REG ON"will be displayeo.

Repeat the same steps to deactivate this
function.
"REG OFF"will be displayed.

Traffic Announcements
The functions for traffic radio are internatio-
nal and are designated bythe symbol TP =
Traffic Program. Reception of a radio sta-
tion with traffic is shown on the display by
the symbol "IP".

Activate Traffic Radio (TP)

. Select VHF waveband.

. Depress key [TPI @.

The symbol "[TP]"is shown on the display.
The symbol "[ ]" is shown on the display
when search is being conducted or if the
reception of the radio station is not pos-
sible.

When a CD is being played, the play-back
is interrupted by traffic announcements.
The traffic radio function (TP) can also be
activated during CD play-back. In this
case, the designation of the radio station
last heard is displayed for 5 seconds. lf the
reception had been that of a radio station
not transmitting traffic radio, then the stron-
gest traffic radio transmitter will be sear-
ched.

lf traffic radio is activated and a transmitter
is selected not transmitting traffic radio,
then the strongest traffic radio transmitter
will be searched.

With the automatic radio station memory
activated by the [AS] @ fey, the sweep
will be continued until at least one tratfic
radio transmitter has been found, provided
the tratfic radio function has been activated
beforehand. After memorizing, the radio
will switch over to a memory slot with a traf-
fic radio lransmitter, provided there is one
available.

Deactivate Traffic Radio

Depress the fIPl @ key again. The sym-
bol f /"will no longer be displayed.

lf a traffic announcement is given, the but-
ton [TP] must be depressed twice in order
to deactivate the traffic radio.

The alternatives TP on or TP off are not
memorized when allocating transmitters to
the radio station keys.
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Adjustment of the Volume for
Traffic Announcements

The volume for the traffic announcements
can be preset and independently of the nor_
mal volume level for the radio.

Preset the votume level for traffic
announcements.

. Depress the [Tp] @ key lapprox.
3 seconds) until the confirmation signal is
given.
The preset volume will appear on the dis_
play, for example "Tp-VOL +l',.

. The desired setting between _3 and +3
can be selected using the search keys
O and (D

' Ke.ep.the ITPI @ key depressed again
until the confirmation signal is given.
r he setting is then memorized.
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lf_you do not depress the Fpl key within
10 seconds, the unit will revert to the nor_
mal operation without memorizing any
change in the setting.

During traffic announcement playback you
can adjust the volume with the O tey.
The radio returns to the volume set only by
increasing the volume after the traffic anno-
uncement has finished.

Hearing Traff ic Announcements
only

lf you only want to hear the traffic an-
nouncements, turn traffic on. Turn knob
O to the left until the normal sound volu-
me is reduced to zero.

Only the traffic announcements are then
heard at the preset volume.

Interrupt Traffic Announcements

Depress the [TP] @ key for a shoft time,
in order to interrupt the traffic announce_
ments (for example during CD play_back).
I ne traffic radio function remains activated.

RDS.EON
An extension of RDS is the EON function.
EON is an abbreviation for: Enhanced
Other Networks (support of other transmit-
ters).

With RDS-EON, certain Transmitting Insti-
tutions offer the possibility of hearing traffic
announcements even by reception of non-
traffic radio transmitters. The radio unit
interprets information from RDS data from
alternative radio stations transmitting tratfic
radio.

Non{raffic radio transmitters with associa_
ted RDS-EON are treated as traffic radio
transmitters by the radio unit.
lJrg.symOot "EoN" (10 digir disptay) or ,,Tp,,
(8 digit display) is disptayed for these trans_
mitters.



Hearing Traffic Announcements vla
RDS-EON

Depress key [TP] @. Tne symbol "[PJ"is
displayed. When a tratfic announcement is
given, the radio unit will switch over to a
traffic radio transmitter which is in the EON
network.

After the announcement, the unit will revert
to the radio station previously heard.
During the traffic announcement, the des-
ignation of the radio station is shown on the
display.

The RDS-EON function is also in oDeration
during CD play-back if the traffic radio (TP)
has been activated.

Radio Station Keys
There are memory slots available for a total
of 30 radio stations:

6 x U (VHF)
6xM(MW)
6xL(LW)
6 x U AS (VHF, automatic storage)
6 x M AS (MW, automatic storage)

Memorize Radio Station

. Select desired waveband.

. Tune to desired radio station.

. Keep one of the radio station keys
depressed [1] to [6] @ until the radio
station selected can be heard again.
During the search, the radio station is dis-
played which was previously stored and
allocated to that key.

The radio station set is thus stored and
allocated to this radio station key. The
memory slot selected is shown on the
display.

Automatic Storage of Radio Stations
. Select desired wavelength.
' Keep [AS] @ key depressed until the

confirmation signal is given.

The radio station search commences and
the symbol 7S"is shown on the display.
After the search has been completed, six of
the strongest transmitters in that waveband
are stored. They are allocated to the AS
memory slots of the radio station keys.
RDS transmitters will automatically be pre-
ferentially stored and allocated to the first
memory slots.

When the tratfic radio function (TP) is turn-
ed on either before or during automatic
storage of radio stations, the unit will recall
a memory slot with a stored traffic radio
transmitter (not necessarily memory slot 1).
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Recall Stored Radio Station

. Select desired waveband.

. Depress one of the radio station keys [1]
to [6] @ for a short time.

Radio station on bufton 3, waveband

VHF-AS (automatic storage).

lf you want to recall a radio station stored
with AS:

. Select desired waveband.

. Depress tASl @ key for a shod time.

. Depress one of the radio station keys [1]
to [6] O for a short time.

rt"r

i i .t 1-. lri !'- ";4.,. .J r.-i i,i.- I lr-.

AS co RDS TTPI
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Use of VHF Additional Memory

ln addition to the radio station buttons, the

unit has an additional memory for VHF in
which all VHF radio stations are stored
which can be received. This memory can
be "paged through" using the search keys'

The VHF additional memory can be re-

assigned either manually or automatically
using the automatic storage (AS)'

Paging Through the VHF Additional

Memory

. Turn the RDS function on.

. Depress one of the search keys (D or
@ for a shod time.

The frequencies or designations of those
radio stations are given on the display
which are stored in the VHF additional
memory.

Update VHF Additional MemorY

Keep the IRDSI O key depressed until the
confirmation signal is given. The display
shows "MEMORY'U"for a shorl time, fol-
lowed by "MEMO" and the frequencies
(sequentially).

The memory sweep is comPleted after
approx. 30 seconds and the radio will then
return to its normal mode of operation,
whereby the strongest transmitter received
will be selected.

The radio stations allocated to the radio
station keys will not be replaced by this
function.

A further possibility is to recall the function
of the automatic storage (AS) of radio sta-
tions. This function will replace the radio
stations which were allocated to the AS
memory slots for those radio stations.



CD Operation

Insert CD

Inserl the CD (lettered side up) into the slot
until the CD is automatically received and
taken. The display shows "T- CD" during
this.

After the CD has been accepted, the player
begins with first track on the CD. On the
display, initially the total number of tracks
on the CD is shown "Txx CD", followed by
,,T 1 CD".
After the last track has been played, play-
back of the CD begins again, starting with
the first track.

lf the CD has been inserted incorrectlv. the
display will show "EF-CD".

Interrupt GD Play-Back
. Depress eiect key |o for a short time.

The radio unit will revert from CD mode to
radio oDeration.

. Depress eject key again for a short time
to return the unit to CD play-back mode.

Title Selection

Depress search keys (D oder @ for a
short time and until the number for the de-
sired track appears on the display. lf you
depress the search key { for a shorl time,
the track just played will be repeated.

Use of Search

Keep search key (D oder @ depressed
until the desired track on the CD has been
reached.

The display will show the number of the
track as well as its duration in minutes and
seconds, e.g. "3 02-42". A fast play-back;
initially at 10 times and then at 30 times the
normal speed occurs at a reduced volume
level.

Eject CD

Depress eject key @ until "EJECT CD"is
displayed. The CD is ejected and the radio
unit reverts to the radio mode of ooeration.

lf you do not take the CD out of the unit
within approx. 20 seconds, it will be re-
turned into the CD player again (to protect
the CD from damage).
In this case, the unit will remain in radio
mode. The display will show the symbol
"cD tN".
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You can remove the CD from the unit as
described above, even when the radio is
switched off. lf you do not take the CD out,
it will be returned back into the unit after
approx.5 seconds. The radio unit subse-
quently switches otf again.

Radio Display During CD Play-Back

During CD Play-back, the transmitter fre-
quency or the radio station designation (for
RDS hansmitters) of the VHF station last
heard can be displayed.

Depress the IUMLI (E key for a short time.
The desired information will be displayed
for 5 seconds, e.g. "Ul 101.2".

During these 5 seconds, a different radio
station can be recalled, or a search can be
started using the search keys.

lf the traffic radio (TP) function is active, or
if it is activated during play-back of a CD,
the radio unit will automatically search for
the strongest traffic radio transmitter if the
radio station last heard can no longer be
received.
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Car Telephone
lf an installed car telephone is connected to
the unit, the radio will go into telephone
mode when a call comes in. The display
will show "MESSAGE". In order to utilize
the telephone mode, the.car telephone
must be connected to the radio by an aut-
horized Opel dealer.

Set Telephone Volume Level

You can preset the volume level for the
telephone and independently from the nor-
mal volume for the radio unit.

. Turn radio off.

. Keep [TP] @ key dePressed and turn
the radio on again.
The confirmation signal will be given. The
preset volume level will appear on the dis-
play, e.g. "MS-VOL + 1".

. Select the desired setting between -3 and
+3 using the search keys (D and @.

. Again keep the [TP] key depressed until
the contirmation signal is given.
The setting will be stored.

lf the [TP] key is not depressed within
10 seconds, the unit will revert to its original
setting without storing any changes.

The volume level can be adjusted during an
incoming call by using the knob O.

Interchanging of Incoming Calls
and Trafflc Announcements

When the tratfic radio is activated (symbol
"[TP]" on the display) and a telephone call
is received during a traffic announcement,
the incoming call will be given precedence.
By use of the button tTPl @, you are able
to interchange in such cases between the
running traffic announcement and the tele-
phone call.



Steering Wheel Remote
Control
Not included on al l  vehicles.

Adjust Volume
. Depress key * @ to increase the

volume.
. Depress key - @ to decrease the

volume.

Mode Switch

Depress key O €D to interchange bet-
ween radio operation and CD play-back
operation.

Tune Radio Station

Depress one of the search keys @ or @
for a short time in order to activate the
automatic search function or to page
through the VHF memory. The radio
remains dormant until a transmitter has
been locked in.

Keep one of the search keys depressed in
order to manually tune to a radio station.

Recall Memorized Radio Station

Depress key + (D to select the desired
radio station from the allocated keys in the
memory. Each depression of the key will
advance the selection by one stored radio
station from the waveband in current selec-
t ion.

Select CD Track

Depress one of the search keys (D or @
to advance to the next track on the CD" lf
you depress the search key { once for a
short time, play-back of the track currently
being played will be repeated.

Use of CD Search

Keep one of the search keys depressed
until the desired track on the CD has been
found.

CD Repeat

DePress keY + @. Play-back of the
CD starts again at the first track.
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Goding
Secure your unit by coding it. A coded
radio is of no value to the thief. The code
number is to be found in the radio or car
pass.

The coding of the unit is only possible when
the ignition is turned on.

lf the unit is detached from the operating
voltage, for example by removal of the unit
(theft) or detachment of the battery, it is
electronically saf eguarded.

Only you can put the unit back into opera-
tion by entering the correct code (see "Put-
ting the Unit back into Operation", page 33).

Should the theft protection be dispensed
with, e.g. by sale of the unit, it must first be
decoded (see "Decoding the Unit", page 33).

In order that the attempt to put the unit into
operation by trial and err6r be not made,
waiting times take effect following unsuc-
cessful decoding attempts. The number of
remaining decoding attempts is shown on
the display.
During the waiting period, the radio must
remain switched on.
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The waiting time after the first two unsuc-
cessful attempts is approximately 20 se-
conds, after which the waiting time increa-
ses to 10 minutes following the third
attempt. Following the ninth unsuccessful
aftempt, the waiting time has reached to
640 minutes.

The unit will lock after the tenth unsuc-
cessful attempl("SAFE'is shown on the
display). A replacement against invoice by
an authorized Opel dealer is then neces-
sary.

It is therefore recommended to let an
authorized Opel dealer put the unit back
into operation after the sixth unsuccessful
attempt.

Check Coding

The following function can be used to
check whether the unit is coded or not.

The coded unit indicates "CODE'onthe
display for a short period every time after it
is turned on and provided the ignition is
switched on.

Coding the Unit

The theft protection is activated by coding
the unit.

. Switch on the ignition.

. Turn the radio off.

. Turn radio on while keeping the [AS] (9

key depressed. The display shows
"CODE" and after 3 seconds
appears.

. Enter the first digit of the code number
using the radio station key [1] @. Each
depression of the key will raise the digit
on the display by one.
Depress the key as often as necessary to
reach the correct digit in the first position
of the display.

. Enter the next three digits ol the code
number using the radio station keys [2]
and I4l @.

. Keep the [AS] key depressed until the
confirmation signal is given.
The radio subsequently goes out of dor-
mant mode.



The correct way to proceed is highlighted
by the following example:

Example: codenumber: 0 3 6 5

radio station key display

depress key [1] 1 x
depress key [2] 4 x
depress key [3] 7 x
depress key [4] 6 x

0
0
0
0

;
3
3

o

6 5

i  i  i  t  ! .  ! !  !

Code number entry; the fourth position is
still missing.

Putting the Unit back into Operation

When the operating voltage has been inter-
rupted because the unit has been removed
or the battery disconnected, the unit goes
into a special "safe" mode. The unit
remains dormant in this mode.

lf you then want to return the unit to opera-
ting mode, the following steps must be car-
ried out.

. Switch the ignition on, turn radio unit off.

. Keep the tASl @ key depressed and
turn the radio on. Initially "SAFE"will be
shown on the display, followed by
"10 - - - -". The number 10 indicates the
number of attemots left to enter the cor-
rect code number.

. Enter the code number given in the radio
pass using the radio station keys [1] to [4]
lO as described in "Coding the Unit'.
OveMrite the code number if an incorrect
entry is made, i.e. the whole number must
be re-entered.

. When the correct code number is visible
on the display, depress the [AS] @ key
until the confirmation signal is given. lf
the code number is correct, the unit will
go out of dormant mode.

. lf the code number entered is incorrect
and the [AS] key for confirmation has
been depressed, the display will show
'9 SAFE', after the waiting time "9 - - - -'.
The correct code number can then only
be entered after allowing for the waiting
time to elaose.

Decoding the Unit

The theft protection is cancelled when the
unit is decoded.

Proceed as described in "Coding the Unit".
After the unit has been successfully deco-
ded, the unit will go out of dormant mode.

The radio unit is thus no longer protected
against theft, and can be put back into ope-
ration following an interruption of the opera-
ting voltage.

Adaptation of the Operating Console

The radio unit will only operate using the
original operating console. lf this is lost, a
replacement operating console must first
be adapted to the unit by coding.

. Set operating console @ .

. Switch the radio unit on.

The radio is in dormant mode and the dis-
play will show 'PANEL". To adapt the new
operating console, conduct those steps
which are described in the section "Codino
the Unit".
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General Information

Consult an authorized Opel dealer
should functional interferences
occur.

VHF Reception

In spite of the high technical quality, VHF
receotion in vehicles can differ from that
with stationary receivers (HiFi equipment).
Interferences can therefore also occur in
the receDtion from RDS transmitters.

The technical causes of such interferences
can be found in the operating instructions
for the vehicle.

Handling of CD's

Avoid lingerprints when inserting the CD
into the unit. Return the CD to the CD box
immediately after removal from the unit, in
order to protect it from damage and dirt.

Protect CD's from heat and direct sunshine.
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Interruption of Voltage Supply

The memorized data but not the radio sta-
tion designation will remain stored if the
battery is changed. The unit can be elec-
tronically locked by the theft protection.
Enter the code number in order to return
the unit to normal operation (see "Putting
the Unit back into Operation", page 33).

lf the code number is lost, consult an au-
thorized Opel dealer. The return to operati-
on of the unit will only be carried out upon
proof of identity and will be invoiced.

_a]}- These Operating lnstructions

tt have been printed on chlorine
' free bleached paper, as a contri-

bution to the protection of the environment.


